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QuickLets and Zanzi Homes both form part of the QLZH 
Group. The group is rooted in Malta, proud to retain its 
locally built brand. After 5 years in operation, QLZH has 
over 380 agents with 30 offices making it the fastest 
growing real estate franchise business in Malta. Our 
mission is to provide exceptional client service, promoting 
a culture of self empowerment within our teams and 
creating a sense of purpose within our brands as a whole. 

The QLZH Group is built upon these three pillars;

• Innovation – To innovate the Maltese real estate industry

• Diversity – To create a diverse culture

• Community – To give back to people who are less 
fortunate than us
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The QLZH Foundation is the social impact 
voluntary organisation of the QuickLets and Zanzi
Homes brands, managed by the QLZH Group and 
was officially launched on Thursday 11th of 
January 2018. The Foundation’s Honorary Patron is 
Her Excellency, Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca, 
President Emeritus. 

The Foundation is built on 5 main goals;

Plant a tree for every property we sell,

Educate a child in Africa for every property we rent out 
in Malta,

Build a school in Africa,

Plant 1 Million Trees over the course of 10 years,

Build a home in Africa for every home sold in Malta.
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Personal Growth

Educate a child in Ghana for every property we 
rent out in Malta. 

• The future of our planet is dependant on 
the supply of quality education to the 
younger generations. 

• In 2018, we started to sponsor the 
education of a child in Africa for every 
property we rent in Malta. 

• In Ghana, the QLZH Group donated 500 
books to be used by hundreds of 
students in the coming years.
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Environment

Plant a tree for every property we sell.

• The QLZH Foundation has pledged to 
plant an indigenous tree in Malta for 
every property sold through Zanzi Homes.

• So far we have so far planted or 
distributed over 800 trees. We have 
planted these trees on public land in 
collaboration with local councils, private 
residences and primary schools.
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Schooling

Build a school in Africa.

• After our trip to Ghana in 2017 where we 
supplied internet access to a school and 
its community, we toured two schools and 
were motivated to return back with plans 
to build a school. 

• In 2018, the QLZH Foundation 
commissioned studies to understand the 
feasibility and budget requirements to 
make this dream a reality.
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Sustainability

We believe that the environment has been 
heavily neglected and a long term plan is 
required to rectify and sustain a greener future. 

• Saġġar - Plant 1 Million Trees over the 
course of 10 Years

• Committed to no single use plastic in our 
offices

• 'Ocean Bed Cleanup' initiative

• 'Plastic Police' Beach Cleanup
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Housing

Build a home in Africa for every 
home sold in Malta.

• 1.6 billion people live in below 
standard housing conditions 
across the globe. Our goal is to 
bring that number down. 

• The QLZH Foundation’s long 
term vision is to improve or 
build a new house in Africa for 
every one sold in Malta.
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Saġġar

Saġġar is a proactive collaboration between the 
QLZH Foundation and ACT. for the ecological 
rehabilitation of the Maltese islands. 

• Saġġar aims to sow and plant a million 
trees and rehabilitate ecological reserves, 
public land and private lands. 

• Kattar - Kattar focuses on the collection of 
seeds and cuttings, the germination of 
native flora species, awareness campaigns 
to increase the appreciation of our 
ecosystems.

• Saġġar seeks to enhance, restore and 
rehabilitate areas or habitats; by means of 
collaboration, research, ecological 
considerations and integrated conscious 
designs to facilitate the integration of the 
people with their environment.
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